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Microholographic Storing of Information
in this work an analysis of the quantitative relations between the basic magnitudes characteristic for the microholographic
information storing has been given and their influence on the image information quality during information processing discussed.
Besides, the experimental data illustrating the theoretical conclusions are delivered.

1. Introduction
Classical methods of information storage are
based on photographic registration of considerabiv
demagnilied two-dimensional images of arbitrary
objects. The contemporary tcchnica) means enable
a demagnification down to the ratio 200:1. This
became achievable when the photographic emulsions
of resolution as high as several thousands pair lines
per milimeter became available and when practically
aberration-free optical systems of high quality appe
ared on the market. This method enables the regis
tration of about 3000 pages on the area 100 150
nun* [1]. However, the due technique is complex.
Beside the high quality optics a suitable vacuum
chamber is required to assure the requested prefect
purity of the imaging conditions. Also the printing
procedure for microfilms made in this way imposes
similar requirements. The process of information
recovery is a complex as that of recording.
The holographic method of registration remo
ves all the inconveniences associated with the clas
sical ways of information storage without diminis
hing the information capacity. However, the pro
blem of coherent noise elimination appears due to
coherent light source used. This noise is generated
in the information reconstruction step as a result of
undesirable diffraction of light on the local extremes of
the hologram transmittance produced by interfe
rence of the light in the subject beam (intermodu
lation), another source of noise being connected with
the registration in the non-linear part of the lightsensitive material characteristics.
A generalized two-dimensional diffraction grating
is produced on the hologram, which is characterized
by some spatial carrier frequency, determined by
*) Military Technical Academy, Warsaw, Poland.
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the mean angle between the subject and reference
beams and modulated by the frequences defined by
the angular dimensions of the object to be holograp
hed. The spatial ftcquency of the hologram is res
ponsible for the angular propagation of the recon
structed wave, while the contrast of the interference
fringes determines the wave amplitude at a given angle.
In the process of holographic recording of in
formation on very small areas the Forain* transfor
ming of the object function is usually performed by
applying a suitable system. Holographic recording
takes place in the focal plane of this system. As it
is well known the zero order diffraction of the light
diffracted on the subject structure is responsible for
the constant background in the îeconstructed linage,
while the higher diffraction orders determine the
definition of all the edges existing in the image or, to
say it more generally, the contrast in the image
function. Holographic recording in this plane of the
separable diffraction orders plays an important part
in minimizing the intermodulation coherent noise.
Reduction of the holographic tecording area in the
Fourier plane results in eliminating of the undesired
details like scratches and tiny contaminations occuring in the object but simultaneously reduces the
definition of the edges in the informational content of
the image. Thus a respective optimization of the
registration area, which depends additionally on the
type of imaging recording device or medium, appe
ars to be unavoidable.
When contrasting the classical way of informa
tion collecting with that of microholographic type
the following features of the latter should be emp
hasized :
- insensitivity to dust,
- insensitivity to local emulsion imperfections,
- lack of any optical systems in the information
reconstruction process.
3

— no necessity of precise recording plate ali
gnment with respect to the optical system.
simple contactless copying of the microholograms.
an offered possibility of recording and re
construction of three-dimensional subjects.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the quan
titative relationships between the basic quantities
characterizing the microholographic storing of in
formation and their influence on the information
quality in the information processing procedure.

rent divergence (convergence) than that of the re
cording beam.
Another way of recording and reconstructing
the in'croholograms is shown in Fig. 2 and consists
in realizing the holographic registration in the focal

2. Technique of Microhoiogram Recording
and Reconstruction
At present, two methods of microhologiaphic
information collecting are in use, which differ from
each other by the manner of recording and recon
struction. One of them is presented in Fig. I and
consists in hologtaphic recording in the spatial
Fig. 2. Scheme of a vetup for hotographic information storing:
Z.
laser.
beamsplitter,
mirror. 5
objective.
ZZ
holographic plate. /)
diaphragm. fJ
transparency,
f)'
real image

plane of the optical system which produces a mag
nified real image. Flere. the reconstruction of the
magnified image is performed by using a beam iden
tical with the recording one [3]. This technique of
microholographic recording of the information pro
ved to exhibit a basic prioiity oxer that described
earlier and was applied in the experimental work
discussed in this paper. Though it is usually required
that the high quality optical elements be used in
this system (due to great magnilication). no neces
sity occurs of using the optical elements for aberration
compensating in the reconstructing setup.
Fig. t. Holographic recording (a) and reconstruction (h) of
the information: ZZ
holographic plate, S
objective,
object. O' - image of the subject

3. Genera! Form of the image Function

frequency plane of the object positioned in the plane
of the lens and in reconstructing its image on a screen
by using a beam being a mirror reflection of that
used for recording [2] while the divergence (con
vergence) ratio of both beams determines the ma
gnification achieved. An advantage of this way of
registering is an offered possibility of information
recovery within a broad range of optical magniltcations. its fundamental failure, however, lies in
aberrations which appear if the image is reconstru
cted from the hologram by help of a beam of diffe-

Mathematical analysis of the quantitative rela
tions between the basic magnitudes characteristic
for the microholographic recording of information
and estimation of their influence on the information
quality during the data processing were based on the
well-known elementary model of the Fresnel dif
fraction [4]. According to this model the complex
amplitude distribution of the light wave in a plane
of interest may be expressed as a convolution of the
amplitude Ho determined in a given plane r = Jo
and the normalized Fresnel function <p, i. e.
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we obtain the following distribution of the light wave
amplitude in the real image reconstructed from the
hologram of the circular shape and radius /?:
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where A' - . and /. is the wavelength of the light
used.
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In Fig. 3 a scheme of the optical system is shown,
in which the microholographic information storage
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rFig. 3. Diagram of the optical system from Fig. 2

is realized. The coordinate system has been chosen
in such a way that the z-axis determines the direction
of wave propagation and its intersection point with
the lens plane delines the origin of this system. The
lens itself is assumed to be intinitesimaly thin so
that its functioning may be described by a quadratic
/

phase function exp^-t'A'

where 7, denotes the Bessel function of the first kind
and lirst order.
In a similar way the amplitude g(.v. r j f o r the
image reconstructed from the hologram of rectan
gular shape with sides 2c/ and 2/?. respectively, may be
calculated. In this case

A ''- r l'* \

I, where / denotes

the focal length. In the object plane z = -z^, the
object to be registered is described by the function
/(A*, r). The light sensitive material located in the
plane of registration (z ^ z j is screened by a circu
lar diaphragm of radius & whose operation is des
cribed by the function t7(.Y. r)
I for A'-z p- ;
and f/(A*, ij — 0 for the rest of the .v. t-plane. The
information reconstructed from the obtained holo
gram is next read out in the image plane z = z„ on
the screen (ground glass). The light amplitude in
this plane is of the form

If the surface cf the holographic record is unli
mited (7?— ^ or u,
then exploiting the
well-known relations
Inn

tt'-Y-."
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* TT.Y, r, z j j i7(.Y. ,t) * (P(.Y, r, Zo z j . (2)
After changing suitably the succession of integra
tion and taking account of the formula
1
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where b denotes the Dirac delta function, we end up
with the formulas (5) and (6) in the form
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4. The Case of the One-Dimensional ZeroOne Type Object Function
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The appearance ol the Ftctor I A/ in t hi slor mul a
indicates that the hght intensity in the image is in
versely proportional to the squared magnilication
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The phase factor in the expression (7) determines
the character of the image light wave propagation.
This is a divergent spherical wave emerging from
the focus of the optical system. The torm ot the
argument of the object function indicates that the
image is reversed and magnified.
If the holographic registration wall be carried out
in the Fourier plane (p ,- / ) the ¡mage ¡auction tor
the circular aperture will he given by the expression
/?
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In most cases itiformations to be stored are given
in the form of a text, a table, a graph etc. Thus, they
arc the object functions of the zero-one type. For
the one-dimensional case the image function recon
structed from a linear hologram of length
takes
the following form:

v'
r„

7(r„

A*
with the accuracy of a constant factor. If the zero-one
function of the form:
./(,v)

j I for A- 6

A„..V„

^ 0 for A' ^

A„.A'„
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is recorded on a hologram in the Fourier plane
(j;,
/ ) then the image function is described by the
following integral:

r

;

l.v'
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From the formula (9) the imariance of the image
function with respect to A? and / niay he concluded,
if /?,/ const. This indicates that theoretically
it is possible to diminish the region of holographic
registration without any influence on the recon
structed image quality if only reducing by the
same factor tlic local length of the optical system,
realizing the I ourier transformation. F\idcntly. the
above conclusion is justified for arbitrary slutpe of
themicrohologiamsurhtce. However, the reduction
of the focal length of the (optical system involves
usually higher requirements on the aberration cor
rection.
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Graphs of the functions(ll)and(l2) are presented
in big. 4. Their comparison gives an insight in the
qLuditative character of the information deformation,
which occurs in the process of its microholographic
recording and reconstruction.
The quantitative measure of the deformation may
be delined as the quotient of the spatial frequency
r„ of the object function and the oscillation frequency
r of the function (12):
i'u
r
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Fig. 4. Graphs of the object function (a) and the image function (b)
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5. An InHuence of the Light Sensitive
Materia! Characteristics on the Quality of
the Holographic Imaging
There appears a necessity of taking into account
the effect of the photographic materia! characteri
stics on the exposure conditions in the process of
microholographic information storing. Highly nonuniform tight intensity distribution in the spectrum
plane causes an overexposure in the optical axis
region and an underexposure in the region of higher
diffraction orders, especially, if conventional light
sensitive materials are used. Lack of higher diffra
ction orders worsens the dehnition of edges, while
absence of the zero-order diffraction in the recorded
spectrum reduces the constant component in the
image density. Both the effects reduce the informa
tion content in the image. For this reason the expo
sure is made in a plane slightly shifted with respect
to the Fourier plane. This assures a more uniform
light intensity distribution on the emulsion but
simultaneously causes an undesirable increase of
the coherent noise due to the appearing intermo
dulation.

fig. ?. influence of the photographic emulsion non-linearity
(b) on the Fourier spectrum deformation of the zero-one type
function in the process of recording; (a) - a spectrum created
by the optical system, (c)
spectrum recorded on the emulsion

Fig. ? shows the Fourier spectrum deformation
of a rectangular object function caused by the
non-linear characteristics of the light sensitive
material.
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6. Discussion of the Expérimenta! Resu!ts
The scheme of the setup used for experimental
examination of the microholographic information
recording is presented in Fig. 2. The source of co
herent light was a single-mode He —Ne laser (/. -=
= 622.8 nm). The subject, having the form of a ne
gative transparency of a printed page* of sizes
15 12 tnm was illuminated immediately by a plane
wave. The objective of a 50 mm-focal length was
positioned in such a wav with respect to the trans
parency that it produces a demagnihed real image in
the optically conjugate plane. A circular diaphragm
of 1.5 mm-diameter was introduced into the focal
plane with a Kodak 649 F holographic plate located
immediately behind it. As a reference beam an
unformed laser beam was used. The holograms
were reconstructed with the help of the same
setup by using the reference beam. The image was
recorded on a holographic plate placed in the
image plane.
The choice of the transparency type (positive or
negative) was considered from two view points:
limited region of the straight-liness of the lightsensitive material characteristics and the quantity
of the light intensity in the information content
(characters) of the reconstructed image. The area of
the characters occupies about 10",, of the whole
text area. Hence the value of the light intensity m
the negative transparency Fourier spectrum is by
one order of magnitude less than that appearing
for a corresponding positive transparency. Con
sequently. a considerable reduct on of the non-line
arity effect of the holographic material appears when
recording a spectrum of a negative in comparison
to that occuring for a positive. On the other hand
for the negative the total energy of the light beam
diffracted on the hologram in the reconstruction
step and producing a real image is distributed only
across the area of the letters which rises the contrast
in the holographically reconstructed image by one
order of magnitude as compared with that for the
positive.
in Fig. 6 an image of a transparency is shown,
which is produced di.cctly by the optical system
situated along the subject beam trace with a diap
hragm in the focal plane. The high quality of this
image indicates only a slight influence of the holo
gram area reduction realized in the experiment on
the information for the setup parameters specified
*) A page from the Textbook by Stefan Pieńkowski „Ex
perimental Physics-Optics" fin Polish).
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Fig. 6. Image o fa transparency produced directly by the optical
system with a diaphragm in the focal length
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[ ig. K. Image of a transpareney reconstructed from a hologram
made in the plane displaced with respect to the Fourier plane

above. Qualitative deformation of the character shape
is visible only in the region of the tiny and dense
text and remains in accordance with the mathema
tical description presented in the paragraphs 1 and 4.
Fig. 7 shows an image of a transparency recon
structed bom a hologram produced exactly in the
Fourier plane. The visible deformation of the text
proves a strong influence of the light-sensitive material
non-linearity on the quality of the holographic ima
ging.
The picture shown in Fig. 8 was obtained by
reconstruction of a hologram made in the plane
shifted 3mm with respect to the Fourier plane. Much
better quality of this image as compared to that of
the image shown in Fig. 7 results from spreading
the extremal amplitudes of the single diffraction
orders in the quasi-Fourier plage. A slight increase
of the coherent noise is connected with the subject
beam intermodulation in the plane of holographic
recording

7. Condusions

Fig. 7. [mage of a transpatency reconstructed from the holo
gram made exactly in the Fourier plane
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Though the theoretical model used in mathema
tical description of the microholographic informa
tion storing was considerably simplihed the expetiO P T tC A A P P U C A T A I V , 3

menta! resuits were in good accordance with the
conclusions foiiowing from the theoreticai anaiysis.
fn summing the îesuits of this work the foiiowing
conclusions concerning the microhoiographic data
storage optimization shouid be formuiated:
information content density on a hoiogram
depends on the focai iength of the optical
system,
quantitative measure of the opticai informa
tion deformation determined by the expression ()3)
depends on: geometricai size of the characters on
the transparency, focai iength of the optical system,
size of the hoiogram and the wavelength of tight
used,
- hoiographic registration shouid not be per
formed exactiy in the Fourier piane because of the
restricted linearity range of the iight-sensitive ma
teria],
record of information should be made by
using a negative transparency (rather than a positive
one) in order to restrict the infiuence of the noniincarity of the recording nrateriai and to achieve
both good contrast and brightness of the image
reconstructed hoiographicaily,
transparency shouid not exhibit any iight
diffusing properties (diffusion in emuision and in
the substrate), which wouid increase the undesired
coherent noice.

Accumuiation microhotographique des informations
On a donné ¡'analyse des relations des grandeurs fonda
mentales caractéristiques pour le problème de ['accumulation
microholographique des informations. On a discuté, éga
lement. l'influence de cettes grandeurs sur la qualité de
l'information dans le processus de sa transformation. En outre,
on a présenté le matériel empirique illustrant les conclusions
théoriques.

Микроголографический СБОР информации
Проилведсн аналил количественных лависнмостей меж
ду основными величинами, характерными для микроголографичсского сбора информации, и обсуждено влияние их
на качество информации в процессе ее обработки. Кроме
того, представлен опытный материал, которых] иллюстри
руются теоретические выводы.
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